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Applications of 3Applications of 3--D D 
Visualization on Visualization on 

Fire EffectFire Effect



DesigningDesigning
Burned Trees with Burned Trees with 
Different SeverityDifferent Severity
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Visualization examples of burned landscapes



Visualization examples from FARSITE model output:



Northern Fire with Smoke 
Visualization of the fire effects in north Chequamegon National Forest after its extinction based on FARSITE 

model output. The flying path is from southwest to northeast. Camera elevation started from 2000m and 
descended to 500m, and kept this elevation to the end of the animation. There are 3 burning intensities were shown, 
slightly burn, medium burn, and completely burn. For the completely burned forest, only snags were shown. Other 

two burning intensities were differentiated by tree images (see the legend).

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



Fire Severity classification from the output of FARSITE 
fire model showing the fire spreading over the 
landscape from Day 1 to Day 27

1. Dark shows unburned area
2. Dark gray shows intermediate burned
3. Light gray shows heavier intermediate burned
4. White shows totally burned

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



3-D visualization from the output of FARSITE fire model 
showing the fire spreading over the landscape from 

Day 1 to Day 27

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



3-D visualization of flythrough of the landscape from 
the output of FARSITE fire model on Day 27

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



3-D visualization showing not only the flythrough of the landscape, but 
also the dynamics of the fire spreading over the landscape from 

Day 1 to Day 27 based on FARSITE fire model

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



Visualization of past forest Visualization of past forest 
conditions from historical aerial conditions from historical aerial 

photography photography 

This visualization is on Hurricane This visualization is on Hurricane 
effect, but the principle works for effect, but the principle works for 

visualization of fire and other visualization of fire and other 
disturbances, toodisturbances, too

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The presentation I will be giving today represents one of the most difficult problems faced by professional foresters in communicating their work to others. �



Reproducing a 
stand as it was 
in 1976

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The first step is in rectifying the 1975 photograph into a photographic map of tree positions.  Any number of GIS and remote sensing software will rectify photography as we did here using a large scale orthophoto developed in 1988 as a base.  The rectification must be done crown to crown and are quite time consuming. �



1990 after
Hurricane
Hugo

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The stand was heavily damaged by Hurricane Hugo in 1989.  Understanding the impact of the Hurricane can be greatly enhanced by the ability to reproduce the essence of that previous stand. �



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We can use a program such as Feature Extraction to find the tree crowns and create polygons to represent each tree in the area of interest. 
This procedure produced 1470 trees in the 30 acre area of interest which agreed with 5% of the 51 tr/ac recorded in the stand table for the predominant stand in the area of interest.  We also classified trees by color and terrain position. The light pink puffy crowns were longleaf pine while the slightly redder crowns were loblolly. The blue crowns were leaf off hardwoods and cypress. Large Cypress could be recognized by a  jagged almost star shaped appearance. Other hardwoods (live oak was very red and an exception) were classified by landscape position and numbers in the stand table. Dry site oaks were located on the ridge while lower site oaks were located near the wetland boundary.   Hardwoods within the wetland were assigned as swamp tupelo. �



Drive down the roadDrive down the road

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Digitize in the road  and us the program Visual Nature Studio to visualize the forest that I built from the 1976 data. �



1976 1990

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow

Visual Comparison of Hurricane Effect, Visual Comparison of Hurricane Effect, 
before and afterbefore and after

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The final product allows�



33--Dimensional VisualizationDimensional Visualization



Visualization of longleaf forest 
using computer technique:

One obvious advantage is:
We can grow trees on computer with 
different composition, tree sizes, and 
densities, in several hours, instead of 
have to wait 50 years in the field, thus 
we can do all sorts of experiment on 
computer. 

Picture from field of 
longleaf forest at 

ground level

Comparison of Actual Comparison of Actual 
Longleaf Forest with   a Longleaf Forest with   a 
Visualized One Using Visualized One Using 

ComputerComputer

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Comparison of actual longleaf forest with visualized longleaf forest.
 Few turkey oaks.
 Understory, although real has less that visualized.
 Longleaf color is more darker and in some cases brighter in both pictures.�



a)   Other objects such as snags,
stumps, logs, herbs, shrubs b)     Lake (water body)

c)     Road d) Topographic visualization

Examples of visualization capability



FlyFly--through Chequamegon National through Chequamegon National 
Forest at 500 ft above the terrainForest at 500 ft above the terrain

38858.13ha (96020.19ac)
Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



Applications of 3Applications of 3--D D 
Visualization on Visualization on 

Forest ManagementForest Management





Visualization of Different Visualization of Different 
Cutting StrategiesCutting Strategies

Original ForestOriginal Forest

Strip CuttingStrip Cutting

Clear Clear 
CuttingCutting

Patch Patch 
CuttingCutting



Visual Comparison of Different Cutting Visual Comparison of Different Cutting 
Methods at Stand ScaleMethods at Stand Scale

Walking through Walking through 
the Original Forestthe Original Forest

Walking through the Walking through the 
Clear Cut ForestClear Cut Forest

Walking through the Walking through the 
Residual Cut ForestResidual Cut Forest

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



Scrub oak forest

Red pine forest

Paper birch forest

Fir-spruce forest





Visualization of 
Shelterwood cutting steps

a) Preparatory cut

b) Establishment cut

c) Removal cut





Applications of 3Applications of 3--D D 
Visualization on Visualization on 
Forest DynamicsForest Dynamics



Visualization of 50 Years of Visualization of 50 Years of 
Red Pine Forest Growth at Red Pine Forest Growth at 

Stand ScaleStand Scale

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



Visualization of 60 Years of Forest GrowthVisualization of 60 Years of Forest Growth

Note: Using four patches of Note: Using four patches of 
forest; the growth rates are forest; the growth rates are 
different with different cutting different with different cutting 
strategies.strategies.

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



Visualization of Landscape Change During Visualization of Landscape Change During 
200 Year Period with the Effects of Fire 200 Year Period with the Effects of Fire 

and Windand Wind

Please wait to watch the Please wait to watch the 
movie.  Be patient, the movie.  Be patient, the 

movie can be slowmovie can be slow



Flying through Flying through ChequamegonChequamegon National Forest after a National Forest after a 
simulated 27simulated 27--day forest fire in the northeastday forest fire in the northeast

Red labels showed different 3D objects, rivers, lakes, and roads as well. 
Yellow labels indicate the forest types. 
Red arrows indicate the direction of camera turns after that frame. 
Trees with brown mixed with green color, brown color, and snags represent low, 
medium, and high burning intensities, respectively. 
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